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All-carbon spin logic [1] is a computing paradigm composed solely of low-dimensional 
(1D and 2D) carbon materials that performs high-speed spintronic logic. The extremely 
large magnetoresistance of 2D zigzag graphene nanoribbons results in two binary 
resistance states: highly conductive, and highly resistive. As shown in Fig. 1, electrical 
currents through 1D carbon nanotubes placed adjacent to a 2D zigzag graphene 
nanoribbon create Amperian magnetic fields at the graphene nanoribbon edges that 
control the transition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic local ordering, thus 
modulating switching between the binary resistance states. A constant voltage is applied 
to each graphene nanoribbon, thus producing binary current states: large ‘1’ currents and 
small ‘0’ currents. These binary graphene nanoribbon currents are provided to carbon 
nanotubes that control other graphene nanoribbons, thus providing the direct cascading 
of logic gates without amplification or control circuitry. As the speed of this system is 
related to electromagnetic wave propagation rather than electron motion, preliminary 
estimates suggest the feasibility of THz computer clock speeds and orders-of-magnitude 
improvement in energy efficiency. This presentation will describe the 2D device physics 
and circuit operation, and provide direction for experimental demonstration.  
                             

 
Fig. 1. Logic gate with graphene nanoribbon output current controlled by adjacent 

carbon nanotube input currents (from Nature Comm. 8, 15635 [1] under CC BY 4.0). 
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